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Call us ‘oddballs’, that is not an issue. For us, a fact is a fact
is a fact. We feel like the kid in the fable who dared to

scream that the king was naked.
Media has been feasting for days together on the sensational

sexual assault case of a junior colleague of “high profile
journo” Tarun Tejpal, but at the same time, God forbid, trying
to make the blatant rape attempt an act of ‘light-hearted
banter’. Well, the Delhi Union of Journalists (DUJ) is not able
to put up with the fact that the rapist is behind bars among
hardcore criminals. It has urged the media to avoid
"sensationalism" while covering the trial of Tehelka founder
Tarun Tejpal, who faces rape charges in a Goa court.
The so-called union said: “The DUJ urges the media to curb

its ‘over the top' coverage of the issue, avoid sensationalism
and desist from conducting a medial trial of Tejpal and former
Tehelka managing editor Shoma Chaudhary." Goddamn it.

"Even in the heat of the moment one must not lose sight of
the citizen's right to not answer questions raised by the media,"
it said in a statement.
The DUJ is legally right in making such appeal. But the

question is whether the DUJ is morally right in making such
appeal because no such request was made by the union in the
recent past when the person in question is any other VIP or a
common citizen.
Why the DUJ did not make such appeal to the media when

a media trial was being conducted in other cases such as
Aarushi Talwar murder case, alleged police and intelligence
failure whenever a terrorist attack takes place.
Further, where were the DUJ and its Gender and Ethics

Council when media organizations repeatedly tried to speak to
the victims of sexual or physical assault while the victims
fought for their lives on the hospital beds just to improve their
TRPs?

EDITOR’S DESK
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Union Cabinet clears
Telangana Bill
THE NEWS BUREAU

Union Cabinet on Thursday approved the draft bill for
carving out separate Telangana as the 29th state of India,

ending weeks of speculation whether the new state would be a
Rayala-Telangana. The cabinet also rejected the demand for
making Hyderabad a union territory and stuck to the earlier
decision that the city would be a common capital for 10 years.
The Andhra Pradesh Reorganisation Bill will be sent to

President Pranab Mukherjee with a request to make a reference
to the state's legislature under Article 3 of the Constitution,
union Home Minister Sushilkumar Shinde told reporters after
the three-hour long cabinet meet chaired by Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh.

T NEWS
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He said the president would send
the draft bill to the assembly with a
stipulated time to consider it. After
the assembly sends back the bill to
the president, it would come to the
government and brought before the
cabinet again and then a final bill will
be tabled in Parliament.
Asked if the bill would come up

during parliament's winter session
which began Thursday, Shinde said,
"We want the bill in the winter
session. But the President may give
time to the state legislature.”
The draft bill was approved after

the Group of Ministers (GoM)
constituted in October to look into
various issues related to the
bifurcation submitted its report.
Shinde, who headed the GoM, said
the draft bill was based on its
recommendations.
Reading out the highlights of the

bill, he said the governor of
Telangana would have special
responsibility for protection of lives
and property of people of other
regions living in Hyderabad. The
central government will appoint two
advisors to the governor.
The central government will also

assist in developing a new capital for
successor state of Andhra Pradesh
comprising 13 districts. An expert
committee would be constituted in
45 days to identify the capital.
Soon after the cabinet decision

was out, celebrations broke out in
Telangana, while protests began in
Seemandhra.
Police stepped up security in all

13 districts of Seemandhra and
authorities suspended bus services in
some vulnerable areas as a
precautionary measure.
YSR Congress party and Andhra

Pradesh Non-Gazetted Officers'
Association have separately called
for shutdown in Seemandhra Friday.
Seemandhra MPs of Telugu

Desam Party (TDP) gave a call for
48-hour shutdown.
Chief Minister N. Kiran Kumar

Reddy, who is opposed to
bifurcation, has called a meeting of
ministers and other leaders from
Seemandhra to discuss the latest
developments and chalk out future
course of action.
Deputy Chief Minister Damodar

Rajanarasimha, ministers, MPs and
other Congress leaders from
Telangana hailed the cabinet
decision. Union Science and
Technology Minister S Jaipal Reddy
termed it a historic victory.
Welcoming the union cabinet's

approval to the draft bill, Telangana
Rashtra Samithi (TRS) however
expressed its reservations over the

reported decision to entrust the
power of maintaining law and order
with the governor.
TRS chief K. Chandrasekhara

Rao said the people of Telangana
should remain alert till the bill is
passed by parliament.
Andhra Pradesh was formed on

November 1, 1956 following merger
of Andhra State with Telangana, then
known as Hyderabad State. It was
one of the first states formed on
linguistic basis.
A part of the erstwhile princely

Hyderabad State, it witnessed
massive protests for separate
statehood in 1969. More than 300
people were killed in police firing.
The movement was revived in 2000
with the floating of TRS. 

T NEWS



MOHSIN BIN HUSSAIN AL - KASARY

Andhra Pradesh State Waqf
Board, which is always in
news for one or the other

reasons, has taken a historical decision
under the stewardship of Syed Gulam
Afzal Biabani aka Khusro Pasha.
Biabani, whose term as the

chairman of the Board is coming to an
end in few weeks, ensured that the
Board passed a resolution declaring
Qadiyani Sect as Non-Muslims. The
decision made him a hero among the
Muslim community across the world
in general and in the country in
particular, analysts said.
Biabani steered the Board to

contest successfully the case
involving allocation of prime land
belonging to Dargah Hazarath
Hussain Shah Vali to various
companies including Lanco Hills. He
made it sure that renowned legal
experts are hired to fight the case
involving Waqf land valued more than
Rs 30,000 crore.
Sources in the Board said the

rental income from Waqf properties
used to be just Rs 66 lakh a year.
However, after Biabani took charge,
the rent collected from tenants has
been thoroughly reviewed and revised
which enhanced the rental income to
Rs 7 crore a year. In the twin cities
alone, the rental income has gone up

from little over Rs 38 lakh to Rs 66.50
lakh. Biabani took steps to issue more
than 5,000 notices to illegal occupiers
and tenants who did not pay the rents.
Several construction works have been
taken up including a multi-storied
complex near Haj House with an
estimated cost of Rs 18 crore.
He appointed Waqf Protection

Officer for the first time besides
reconstituting Task Force to take
immediate action against the
encroachments, land grabbing and
repossessing Waqf properties, sources
said adding that repairs to dargahs and
other Waqf institutions had been taken
up on a large scale under the
chairmanship of Biabani. 

BIABANI, THE DYNAMIC
CHAIRMAN OF WAQF BOARD

The News You Like | December, 2013 5
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Bharatiya Janata Party’s (BJP)
prime ministerial candidate

Narendra Modi would win the
elections hands down if voters are
allowed to exercise their right to vote
online. A report titled ‘India’s Most
Mentioned Political Leaders’,
released on November 21, lists Modi
as the most mentioned political
leader online.
The BJP leader is followed by

Congress vice president Rahul
Gandhi, Prime Minister Manmohan
Singh, Aam Aadmi Party leader
Arvind Kejriwal and Congress
President Sonia Gandhi.
The report was released by

Blogworks, a social media
consulting firm. It identifies 20
leaders on the basis of their share of
mentions in online conversations.
While Modi's speech in Patna

drew support and conversations for
him, the prime minister's statement
with respect to the Coalgate scandal
garnered mentions for him.
Rajesh Lalwani, founder of

Blogworks said, "The main idea
behind these audits is to understand
social conversations. We build upon
existing conversations, diagnose
them and share it with the people.
They also reflect the shift in
conversations with regards to
political leaders and parties."
For the report, As many as 187

political leaders, including
lawmakers and ministers, were
considered for the report.
The report also states the overall

volume of mentions around political
leaders decreased 23 percent in
October as compared to September
2013. 

MODI RULES
ONLINE
DISCUSSIONS

POLITICAL PICTURE
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In an apparent attempt to play a keyrole in the national politics, YSR
Congress president and Kadapa MP
Y S Jaganmohan Reddy has been
meeting almost every leader
worthwhile across the country.
Jagan has been meeting the

leaders of regional and national
parties on the pretext of building a
national consensus against a separate
Telangana state.
The Kadapa MP was recently

released on bail after being lodged in
the prison for about 16 months in
connection with a case of
disproportionate assets registered
against him by the Central Bureau of
Investigation (CBI).
He called on the president Pranab

Mukherjee on November 23 and
urged him to keep Andhra Pradesh
united.
This was Jagan’s second meeting

with the president on the same issue.
He had earlier called on Mukherjee
when the latter had visited
Hyderabad on November 4.
Later in the evening, he met

Janata Dal United leader Sharad
Yadav and on Sunday he met Odisha

Jagan
eyes

national
politics
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Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik.
After Jagan’s meeting with

Naveen Patnaik, the latter told
reporters that the division of the state
was a political, social, economic and
emotional issue.
“In case of Andhra Pradesh, the

people of the state should have been
consulted and a consensus developed
before any decision was taken. It
should not be done for narrow
political, electoral interests,” he told

reporters. Earlier on Wednesday,
Jagan met West Bengal Chief
Minister Mamata Banerjee and got
her support in favour of a united
Andhra Pradesh.
Extending her support for united

Andhra Pradesh, Mamata Banerjee
said, ”The public should have been
consulted and other options should
have been explored. Our stand is
always clear. We are always for
united India and the people of this

country.”“If all the people are
willing, then a state may be
bifurcated. Like when Chhattisgarh,
Jharkhand and Uttarakhand were
created, all parties supported it,” said
Banerjee.
Jagan has also met Bharatiya

Janata Party president Rajnath Singh
and leaders of the Communist Party
of India-Marxist (CPI-M) and
Communist Party of India (CPI) in
the past few days. 

POLITICAL PICTURE
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Land Mafia
rules roost

some realtors in collusion with greedy
politicians and corrupt officials are grabbing
government lands worth thousands of
crores in the state. in some places, religious
and spiritual leaders are unknowingly
helping the land mafia. read the news
investigative report.... 
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B G RAJESWAR & G SRINIVAS

Despite stringent laws to
protect government land,
realtors in collusion with

corrupt officials and politicians
continue to grab government lands
located in prime areas, worth
hundreds of crores. Some realtors are
going a step further. Government
lands abutting small chunks of private
land are being grabbed with the help
of religious and spiritual persons.
Documents secured by The News

reveal shocking details of how more
than 169 acres of government land in
Miyapur, worth hundreds of crores is
being grabbed even as the authorities
concerned turn a blind eye.
While the revenue department

washed its hands after filing a case in
the land grabbing court, Greater
Hyderabad Municipal Corporation
continues to grant permissions for
construction of apartments and the
stamps and registration department is

happily registering the properties in
violation of the orders passed by the
land grabbing court.
In Mahabubnagar district, land

sharks have encroached government
land in the garb of building pyramid
spiritual center in Kadthal and
develop tourism industry in the
district. 
The self-styled spiritual guru,

Subhash Patri and the land sharks
behind him continue to squat on the
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The prime government land
classified as ‘poramboke’ in

survey number 44 in Miyapur
village now resembles a concrete
jungle and the land sharks named it
Matrusri Nagar.
A document submitted by the

revenue officials to the special court
under AP Land Grabbing
(Prohibition) Act says that
fraudulent entries were made in the
revenue records in the year 1953-54
by the then Patwari without any
order from the competent authority,
thereby paving way for the land
grabbing.
The fraudulent entries were

made showing Abdul Basith Khan
and Shaik Kareemuddin as the
owners of the land. Further, the
survey number was sub-divided
into 44/1 and 44/2 though there was
no sub-division of the survey
number by the government, says the
revenue document.
Based on the fraudulent entries,

fake documents were generated and
plots were sold to members of
various private cooperative house
buildings societies. Prominent
among them are Matrusri
Cooperative House Building
Society and Madhavanagar Plot
Owners Welfare Association.

The special court gave an order
on August 31, 2006 which says,
“The petitioner (Revenue
department) shall not interfere with
the respondents’ right to make
constructions as per the plans
already approved, and

constructions, if any, already made
shall not be demolished. Needless
to state that the constructions, if any,
to be made by the respondents
pending disposal of the LGC (land
grabbing case) shall be subject to
the result of the LGC 29 of 2006.
The respondents shall not alienate
the property in any manner and
create interest in third parties
pending disposal of the LGC.”
Though the order of the special

court is very clear, the registration
department continues to register the
lands and flats built in survey
number 44 simply under the pretext
that they have not received any
instructions from the revenue
authorities asking them to stop
registrations with respect to
properties in survey number 44.
The News team approached a

builder representing Silver Sand
Metro on the pretext of buying a flat

in survey number 44. The builder
quoted a price of Rs 49 lakh for a
three bedroom flat and boasted of
selling about 250 residential flats in
the last few years. He also said no
dispute was pending in connection
with the land.
When The News team

approached the officials of revenue,
GHMC and registration
departments, they simply tried to
pass the buck and one of them even
suggested to look for some benefits
instead of raking up the issue.
We will bring you in the next

issue shocking conversations
between The News team and the
officials and also with the builder,
which have been recorded. We will
also bring you the reckless replies
given by the officials concerned
when information about the land
grabbing was sought through Right
to Information Act.

Land mafia grabs
169.38 acres in Miyapur

COVER STORY
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D PRAVEEN KUMAR

The foundation for grabbing
government land in Kadthal

village in Mahabubnagar district was
laid when Pyramid Spiritual Trust
decided to organize Prapancha
Dhyana Maha Sabhalu in December
2012.
Chairman of the Trust K Vijaya

Bhaskar Reddy, a realtor himself and
is said to be a close relative of union
minister S Jaipal Reddy, played
active role in the construction of a
huge pyramid and luxury villas
around it.
It is alleged that the government

machinery including the district
collector M Girija Shankar extended
complete support for the Prapancha
Dhyana Maha Sabhalu. Taking
advantage of the official support and
the clout with union minister, some
members of the trust, who are
actually realtors, grabbed
government land around the pyramid
and converted it into private
ventures, sources said.
The encroachment came to light

after an advocate from Hyderabad
approached the Human Rights
Commission seeking an enquiry.
Mahabubnagar district joint collector
L Sharman conducted the enquiry on
the instructions of the district

collector. In his report, Sharman said
that 14.27 acres of government land
has been encroached out of which 12
acres converted into ventures by
private persons without prior
permission or sanction from the
competent authority.
It was also discovered by the

joint collector that 66.31 acres land
in Kadthal village, located close to
the huge pyramid constructed by the
trust on a government land, was
converted into plots and layouts have
come up without converting into
non-agricultural purpose and without
any prior sanction of the gram
panchayat concerned, due to which
the government suffered huge loss.
The joint collector suggested in his
report that further investigation was
required into the issue.

Sharman also sought instructions
to the revenue divisional officer
directing him to initiate action
against Pyramid Spiritual Trust
under the Land Encroachment Act,
1905.
The joint collector submitted his

enquiry report to the district collector
on April 12, 2013. However, the
district collector, for the reasons best
known to him, abstained from
initiating further action giving room
for whispers that he was in favour of
the Trust keeping the influence
enjoyed by the chairman of the Trust.
Even as the district collector kept

further action pending, the Pyramid
Spiritual Trust is all set to organize
its annual programme on the
encroached government lands in
Kadthal, sources told The News.

encroached lands even after the
district joint collector gave a detailed
report to the district collector on the
encroachment. In a phased manner,
we bring you with documentary

evidence how the government lands
worth hundreds of crores of rupees
are being encroached and how the
authorities are turning a blind eye by
passing the buck.

We will continue the campaign
against the ‘land mafia’ involved in
grabbing government lands until the
government initiates stern action and
send the land sharks behind bars. 

land graBBing in the
garB of spiritUality
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look at these images carefully. three among them are no more. But one of them was
declared a land grabber a couple of years before he died. an appeal filed by him in the high
court was also dismissed.
on the other hand, another leader is accused of extending undue favours to several

companies who had in turn invested in the companies run by his kin. By now you must be eager
to know who among these political leaders has been declared as land grabber.

But you will have to wait for our subsequent issues to know the complete details.

GuessWHO IS
LAND GRABBER?

COMING UP
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It took almost five years for thegovernment to grant permission
for the Anti-Corruption Bureau

(ACB) to register and investigate a
case of corruption against senior IPS
officer Tejdeep Kaur Menon.
It is a case related to corruption

allegations in Legal Metrology
department. Tejdeep was the
Controller of Legal Metrology in the
year 2008 when ACB received
information that she was allegedly

collecting lakhs of rupees as bribe
through deputy controller of legal
metrology, B Ram Kumar.
ACB sources said Tejdeep

collected the bribes to transfer some
legal metrology inspectors according
to their choice and retain some others
at the same places where they had
been working for long.
The legal metrology inspectors

were ready to pay huge bribes since
they received monthly cuts from vast
number of traders, petrol pumps,
jewellery stores and other big

business houses.
During the ACB raid in 2008, the

deputy controller of legal metrology
was arrested along with Rs 5 lakh
collected from inspectors. ACB
sources said Ram Kumar was the
mediator between Tejdeep and the
inspectors. Ram Kumar himself
cannot take the bribe because he has
no powers to transfer the inspectors.
Further, Tejdeep allegedly

acquired a lot of jewellery without
paying money but keeping the
jewelers under the threat of booking
cases for irregularities such as short
weight, lack of purity etc., sources
said.
However, the then political

leadership did not accord permission
to the ACB to go ahead against
Tejdeep and the file remained
pending with the government. It is
said Tejdeep used her influence and
succeeded in keeping the file pending
for long.
Now, almost five years later, the

government granted permission to the
ACB to register and investigate a case
of corruption against Tejdeep.
Perhaps, this is the first case of
corruption against any woman IPS
officer in the state, sources said. 

TEJDEEP BOOKEDFOR GRAFT acB sources said tejdeep
collected the bribes to
transfer some legal
metrology inspectors
according to their choice
and retain some others at
the same places where
they had been working
for long

COPS & CROOKS
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As many as ten prisoners
lodged in the Institute of
Mental Health in Erragadda

escaped from custody late on
Monday evening.
The prisoners were sent to the

mental health institute for treatment
as the prison authorities felt they
were mentally not completely sound.

Taking advantage of the situation
the ten prisoners appear to have
conspired together and escaped by
making a hole in the wall.
According to official sources, the

prisoners broke the wall using an
oxygen cylinder around 10.30 pm on
Monday. The guards outside the male
prisoners ward heard the sounds but
did not try to stop the prisoners since
they were dangerous.
By the time the guards alerted the

police and the latter arrived at the
hospital, ten prisoners managed to
flee even as the residents watched

them in awe, sources said.
Those who fled include Iftari,

Kanakaian, Nagaraju, Gopal,
Pullaiah, Jeevaratnam, Tirumalesh,
Swamy, Basith Hussain and
Fahiuddin.
Police immediately announced an

alert in the city and launched search
operations. Five out of the ten
prisoners – Iftari, Kanakaiah,
Nagaraju, Gopal and Pulliah could be

caught before they fled far away
while others are still at large.
The jail break by the prisoners

perceived to be mentally insane
shows the slackness on the part of
officials concerned and the
corruption in the prison
administration.
Fingers are pointed at the

integrity of the prison staff since this
is not the first incident. Six prisoners
had escaped from the same institute
in a similar incident on December 30,
2011.
One of them, Talari Sailu, a

dreaded serial rapist and killer,
eventually raped and killed some
more women before being caught by
the Bowenpally police recently in
connection with a rape and murder.
Official sources said the prisoners

pretend to be insane and ‘manage’ to
land in mental health institute on the
pretext of undergoing treatment.
Soon after landing in the hospital,
they escape according to their plan.

The prisoners are sent to hospital
on the advice of prison doctors and
after the prison authorities are
completely satisfied about the mental
condition of the prisoners. There
appears to be something fishy in the
entire process which needs to be
addressed by the top brass of the
prison authorities, sources said.  
These kinds of incidents are

repeated because the prison
authorities have not initiated any
action against those colluded with the
prisoners and facilitated their escape,
sources said.  

Jail birds escape from
Erragadda Hospital
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Apolice constable and a home
guard were stabbed to death
by unidentified persons,

while red sanders smugglers attacked
a police team inflicting injuries on
Monday. Both the incidents took
place in Chittoor district of Andhra
Pradesh.
The constable Jawaharlal Naik

and Home Guard Devenra, attached
to Palamaneru police station had
gone into a nearby jungle on Sunday
evening after a fellow constable
Mahesh told them that some people
had forcibly taken a woman in an
auto-rickshaw into the jungle.
The Home Guard scribbled the

registration number of the auto-
rickshaw on his palm and went into
the jungle to rescue the woman.
However, the two police personnel
did not come back and nobody
bothered about them, sources said.
The next day shepherds informed

the police that two police personnel
were lying dead in the jungle. It was
only then the murder of Naik and
Devendra came to light.
Preliminary investigations

indicate that the assailants first
stabbed Devendra and then chased
Naik to death.
Further, investigators took one

Mubarak into custody based on the
registration number of the auto-
rickshaw scribbled on the palm of the
home guard. Mubarak is said to be
the owner of the auto-rickshaw,
sources said.
The investigators are also

questioning the constable Mahesh,
who told Naik and Devendra about a
woman forcibly taken away by some
people into the jungle.
In another incident, red sanders

smugglers attacked a police team
headed by Sub-Inspector Ashok on
Kuppam Badur-Mitta Kandriga road
in the wee hours of Monday.
The incident took place when the

task force team tried to catch red
sanders smugglers. However, the
smugglers attacked the police team
with stones and managed to escape,
while police personnel suffered
injuries.
Sources attribute the police

failure to lack of modern weapons,
advanced vehicles and other gadgets.
The task force to tackle red

sanders smuggling was formed six
months ago when V Dinesh Reddy
was the Director General of Police
amid much fanfare. However,
logistic support was not given
resulting in poor performance by the
task force.
Added to this, lack of

coordination between police and
forest officials and corruption in the
two departments has become a major
hurdle in preventing red sanders
smuggling, sources said.
Ironically, all this is happening in

Chief Minister N Kiran Kumar
Reddy’s native district. 

Criminals unleash
terror in Chittoor
two policemen killed, several injured

COPS & CROOKS
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It appears the sleeper cells createdby Indian Mujahideen (IM) co-
founder Yasin Bhatkal have

swung into action the same day when
the news of his arrest was out in the
media.
Intelligence sources suggest that

the sleeper cells have created a
facebook page in the name of Yasin
Bhatkal on August 29, 2013 – the day
when news about his arrest was
published.
Ordinarily, legitimate people like

political leaders and celebrities find
following for their facebook pages.
Surprisingly, the facebook page
opened in the name of Yasin has got
some following much to the concern
of the intelligence agencies.
Yasin is the mastermind of

February 21, 2013 Dilsukhnagar
bomb blasts, apart from several other
bomb blasts in India, including the
explosion outside the Delhi High
Court on September 7, 2011 in which
12 people were killed.
Yasin is also accused of the

February 2010 German Bakery blast
case in which 17 persons, including
five foreigners, were killed and 56
others injured. Further, he is one of
the conspirators in the August 1, 2012
blasts in Pune in which one person
was killed and in the 2010
Chinnaswamy Stadium blasts in
Bangalore.
Also, Yasin is said to have played

a crucial role in the planning and
execution of the July 13, 2006
Mumbai train blasts, 2008 blasts in
Delhi, Ahmedabad, Surat and Jaipur
and the blasts in Dashashwamedh

Ghat in Varanasi in 2010 and Mumbai
in 2011.
Sources said the facebook page

appears to have been created by the
sleeper cells. Only the person who
created the page has the access to post
and edit the content while others can
only view the content. The visitors
can only like or dislike the posts.
However, what baffled the

intelligence agencies is that as many
as 17 visitors liked the content, which
is mostly provocative, and constantly
following the posts. Sources say that
the sleeper cells seem to be trying to
use the facebook page for fresh
recruitment and provocation.
Intelligence agencies are probing

into the details to find out the creator
of the page and those following the
page to prevent any untoward
incidents, sources said. 

Terror brothers
idolised on FACE-

TALES OF TERROR
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Indian Maoists are getting supportnot just from the Maoist Parties and
Organisations in South Asia but also
from several groups across Europe. It
is already known to the world that the
Maoist parties of South Asia have
established a platform - Co-ordination
Committee of Maoist Parties and
Organizations of South Asia
(CCOMPOSA) to support each other.
It has now come to light that the

Maoists are getting ideological and
financial support from several groups
across Europe has unnerved the
security establishment. This startling
information came to light when
Indian intelligence agencies
intercepted a document in November
last.
The details about the international

groups' support to the Maoists in
India were revealed when intelligence
agencies intercepted a letter written
by CPI (Maoist) general secretary
Muppalla Lakshman Rao aka
Ganapathy, acknowledging support
from groups based in European
countries and thanking them.
Ganapathy's letter says, "The

people in the field of the
revolutionary movement remember
with warmth the international
solidarity expressed by the different
parties, organisation, individuals to
the proletariat and the people of
different countries, because this is

exactly the kind of support that any
real people's movement should
extend."
"Our party believes that for the

Communist forces that support the
people's war in India, the need of the
hour is to strive to mobilise as broadly
as possible the anti-imperialist,
democratic operation against green
hunt aiming to build a worldwide
anti-imperialist front that is already in
the process," the letter states.
The letter was written in response

to the international conference
supporting "the people's war" in India
held in Hamburg on November 24
last year, thanking various
organisations for the help extended.
Left-wing extreme groups based

in France, Austria, Spain, Britain,
Germany, Sweden, Italy, Turkey, the

Netherlands, the Philippines, Brazil
and Canada have been supporting the
Maoists in India. The MHA has listed
out 24 groups that are mentioned in
the letter.
Following the interception of the

document, the Ministry of Home
Affairs (MHA) has decided to inform
the Ministry of External Affairs
(MEA) about the intelligence inputs
that indicate strong support from
some international groups to the
banned outfit Communist Party of
India (Maoist).
The home ministry wants the

MEA to raise the matter with the
European Union and some other
countries and ask them to ensure that
the banned organisations do not get
support from the groups based in their
respective countries. 

Maoists getting
support from Europe

TALES OF TERROR
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Athief lost his sight after villagers
in Bihar injected acid into his

eye for allegedly stealing a cow. The
incident took place on the day of
‘festival of lights’ at a remote village
in eastern Bihar’s Araria district.  
The victim has been admitted to a

local government hospital for
treatment but the doctors say the
chances of recovery of his vision are
remote. According to sources,
Mohammad Shahid, 46 from
Balchanda-Haripur village in
Kursakanta police station limits in
Araria district broke into the cowshed
of Gosai Mandal and was fleeing with
a cow, when the landlord woke up
and raised an alarm.
Local villagers rushed to the spot

and caught hold of the accused with
the cow. It is alleged that the villagers
gave him a beating while some in the
crowd came with a syringe full of
acid and injected it into his right eye
as he pleaded for mercy.
Subsequently, he was handed over to
the local police who admitted him to
a local government hospital for
treatment.
The incident has now left the

victim totally blind. About five years
ago, his left eye had been blinded by
the local villagers on similar charges.
We are initiating action against

the people accused of inflicting
inhumane treatment to the victim,”
local police inspector Vivekanand
Singh told the media adding that the
victim was a professional animal

thief.
“He was sent to jail in the past for

similar charges but he did not quit his
old habit even after coming out of
jail,” said the police inspector.
The incident is a reminder of the

1980 Bhagalpur blinding case when
the police had blinded as many as 31
prisoners by pouring acid into their

eyes. The incident made criminal
jurisprudence history by becoming
the first in which the Supreme Court
had ordered compensation for
violation of basic human rights.
Based on this incident, noted film

director Prakash Jha made a film
titled Gangaajal starring Ajay Devgan
in 2003. 

Thief blindedby injecting acid
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He was a goldsmith and
worked as gold appraiser for
AP Mahesh Cooperative

Urban Bank’s AS Rao Nagar branch.
Even his son worked as a gold
appraiser for Axis Bank. But the
earnings fell short in meeting his
lavish lifestyle. Further, he borrowed
huge amounts to perform his
daughter’s marriage in 2010.
Being the gold appraiser, 50-

year-old Macherloju Brahmachary
cheated the bank officials by
pledging fake gold ornaments and
secured small loans through his
friends. But his appetite for more and
more money was only growing.
Accordingly, he planned to steal

the gold ornaments from the bank
where he worked. Brahmachary was
not alone in the evil design. He
discussed his plan with his wife
Lalitha and son Veda Virat. When he

told them that the gold available in
the bank could be worth around Rs
4.5 crore, they readily accepted to
join him in the execution of the plan.
He then began looking for the

loopholes in the bank’s security
system. Taking advantage of the
slackness of the bank officials during
lunch break, he stole from the senior
accountant’s chambers the original
keys to the bank’s main entrance,
grilled door and also the strong room
and got prepared duplicate keys.
Before anyone could notice, he kept
the original keys back in their place,
police said.  
According to police, the accused

laid in wait for a right time and
decided to strike on November 28.
Around 11 pm on the fateful day,
Brahmachary opened the main door
using the false keys. He then did the
clever thing. The gold appraiser
disconnected power supply to the
surveillance cameras and opened the

strong room door with the false keys.
He used a cutting machine to open
the grilled door in an attempt to
create a scene of genuine theft.
Later, he broke the almirah door

and collected about 15 kg gold
ornaments worth around Rs 4.5 crore
and left the place to go to Uppal cross
roads where his wife and son were
already waiting for him, police said.
As decided earlier, while

Brahmachary retained 150 grams of
gold for immediate use, his wife and
son took the remaining booty to his
sister’s house at Madhapur village in
Bommalaramaram Mandal of
Nalgonda district for safe custody.
He pledged 50 grams of gold at
different places and borrowed money
for his use and gave 100 grams of
gold to a jeweler in Secunderabad for
making new ornaments, police said.
Cyberabad police took the case

very seriously and pressed into
service the Special Operations Team

The Gold Thief
FACT FILE
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(SOT) and Central Crime Station
(CCS) sleuths.
The investigators suspected

insiders hand in the theft as the doors
were opened using keys and power
was disconnected to the surveillance
cameras before entering the strong
room. Based on the clues, police
teams worked out each and every
detail and watched the movements of
the persons associated with the
branch, police said.
The meticulous probe helped the

investigators zero in on the gold
appraiser. Subsequently, he was
arrested near Cherlapally railway
station while his wife and son were
arrested in Madhapuram village on

December 3. The stolen gold
ornaments stuffed in three bags were
seized from their possession, police
said. Cyberabad police commissioner

C V Anand asked all the banks to
tighten the security cover at the
banks to prevent untoward
incidents. 
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Aspecial court for CBI cases on
at Ghaziabad sentenced dentist

couple Rajesh and Nupur Talwar to
life imprisonment for killing their
daughter Aarushi and domestic help
Hemraj over five years ago.
The court awarded the

punishment on November 26, a day
after the couple was held guilty. The

couple was taken back to Dasna jail
in Ghaziabad district immediately
after the sentence.
The prosecution had sought death

penalty for the dentist couple, calling
it a "rarest of the rare" case. But the
counsel for the Talwars sought
leniency from the court. After the
court sentenced the couple to life
imprisonment, their lawyers said
they would appeal in a higher court

against the verdict.
Delivering the judgment CBI

Special Judge Shyam Lal said: "They
are not menace to society. So, death
sentence is not warranted."
The ends of justice will be served

by sentencing them to life
imprisonment, he said in his four-
page judgment.!
The judge also sentenced the

Talwars to five years in jail for
destruction of evidence and Rajesh to
an additional year in prison for
giving false information to
investigators.
A fine of Rs.10,000 each was

imposed on the couple on the murder
charge, Rs.5,000 each for destruction
of evidence, and Rs.2,000 on Rajesh
for misleading police.
On Monday, the judge had

convicted them for the murder of
their daughter, saying they were
"freaks" who "became the killer of
their own progeny".
The dentist couple was convicted

of killing their 14-year-old daughter
and 45-year-old domestic help,
Hemraj, on the intervening night of
May 15 and 16, 2008. The Class 9
student was found with her throat slit
and head battered in her plush Noida
residence.
The investigators initially

suspected the then missing Hemraj
for Aarushi's killing but discovered
his body from the terrace of the
house the next day.
The case took several dramatic

twists and turns before the CBI
finally blamed the Talwars for the
gory double murder.
The Talwars were booked under

sections 302 (murder), 201
(destruction of evidence) and 34
(acts done by several persons in
furtherance of common intention) of
the Indian Penal Code. The court also
charged Rajesh under section 203
(misleading the probe). 

Parents get life term
for killing daughter

CRIME & JUSTICE
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Twelve years after he
obtained fake
passports from

Kurnool for himself, his
wife and also his girlfriend,
a special court for the CBI
cases at Hyderabad
sentenced gangster Abu
Salem to seven years in jail. 
The special court held

him guilty of criminal
conspiracy, cheating and
forgery and awarded the
punishment on November
28 in connection with the
2001 fake passport case. He
had already completed six
years of imprisonment in
the case.
Abu Salem had

obtained a passport under a
fictitious name and address
from Kurnool district of
Andhra Pradesh in 2001.
Salem procured the fake

passport under the fictitious
identity by submitting false
documents, including forged birth
certificate and residential proof to the
Hyderabad Regional Passport Office.
Some government officials and

private persons had helped him in
obtaining the fake passports for
himself, one for his first wife Sabeena

Azmi and another for his girlfriend
actress Monica Bedi.
Out of the 10 accused

chargesheeted in 2004, seven faced
the trial while three are still
absconding. Two were acquitted and
five including Salem and Monica
Bedi were convicted.

Monica Bedi, who was
extradited from Portugal
along with Abu Salem in
2005, was sentenced to five
years' imprisonment by the
CBI court in 2007. The
Supreme Court later released
her on bail.

The charges against
Salem were framed in 2009.
He pleaded then that he was
implicated in a false case and
claimed that he had left India
in 1993. Salem and Bedi fled

the country after the 1993 blasts in
Mumbai, which claimed over 250
lives.
After prolonged extradition

proceedings, Salem and Bedi were
brought to India on November 11,
2005. Their cases were separated for
speedy trial.  

Abu Salem gets
seven-year jail

FAKE PASSPORT CASE
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Anew proposal to amend the
existing law has been made
by the Union Women and

Child Development Ministry seeking
to try juveniles above the age of 16
years as adults if they are involved in
heinous crimes like murder or gang-
rape.
The decision comes almost a year

after the role of a juvenile in the
December 16 Delhi gang-rape case
which sparked off a debate over
lowering the age limit for juveniles
involved in heinous crimes and
trying them under the Indian Penal
Code provisions applicable for
adults.
The juvenile involved in the Dec

16, 2012, gang-rape of a young
woman in Delhi got away with very
light punishment.
If passed, the new proposal to

amend the existing law will deny
protection to juveniles aged between
16-18 years under the Juvenile
Justice Act.
Meanwhile, the Supreme Court

on December 2 issued notice to the
central government on a petition
seeking to strike down the provisions
of Juvenile Justice Act that bars
criminal courts from trying juvenile
offenders.
On the other hand, child rights

groups say that reducing the legally
defined age of a juvenile from 18 to
16 years was a regressive move and
highlighted the need to focus on

strengthening reform and
rehabilitation.
Lowering the age from 18 to 16

and harsher punishment is not the
solution. Instead, proper
implementation of the Juvenile
Justice Act and other children
protection schemes like the
Integrated Child Protection Scheme
are a pre-requisite to tackling both
crimes against children and by
children, said Shireen Vakil Miller,
director of advocacy and policy
group, Save the Children.
A spokesperson for Child Rights

and You (CRY) said, "Lowering the
age would violate the very right to
equality, life and liberty and would
go against the principle of the best
interest of the child." 

TREAT JUVENILES
ABOVE 16 YRS AS
ADULTS: MINISTRY

CRIME & JUSTICE
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Shweta Group – A modern
thinking professional company
branched out into a diverse

group of interests – picked up S S
Reddy as its Chief Executive Officer
– in view of his rich experience and

adaptability.
Reddy began his career as a CEO

of LIFE, a non-government
organization and was associated with
a hospitality organization in
Andaman and Nicobar Island which
was started by former President Dr
APJ Abdul Kalam.

He then became the CEO of
Royal Palace Chiran Fort, now a club
for privileged. He also worked with
Pragati Resorts and won awards for
the company for its best services from
AP Tourism.
Speaking to The News Reddy

says, “The visionary team behind

REDDY...

a versatile ceo

FOCUS
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Shweta Group, headed by Chairman
Govind Kumar Gupta, has put
ingenuity and untiring efforts into it,
nurturing the company with hard
work and professional touch.”
The CEO of Shweta Group says

that he gets executed every job
assigned in perfect sync and
according to the direction of the
management. New projects are
selected on the basis of demand,
location and partner.
Referring to their USP, Reddy

says, “We provide right product at
right cost and ensure quality without
compromise. We strive to be
perceptive and understand the
customer’s needs before they do, and

deliver.” He also says Shweta Group
works within the committed
turnaround time, deal only in well-
recognised products and services and
follows standards as per company
policy every time.
Reddy foresees bright future for

housing. However, there is a
slowdown in the sales of villas and
independent houses but there is huge
demand for residential flats meant for
moderate income group.
Referring to the fluctuations He

says, there is a slowdown in the
business due to political uncertainty.
“We hope the situation will change in
about six months.” He also says there
are certain obstacles on the part of

government side in getting approvals
for new projects because of redtape.
There is a need for single window
clearance.
Asked whether he was worried

over the slowdown in real estate,
Reddy says his philosophy is not to
worry but have faith for better times.
“It is this philosophy which motivates
me and I tell my team the same
thing.”
“We are coming up with new

projects including gated communities
for elite and residential housing
projects for moderate income groups
with utmost responsibility and
accountability to our customers,”
Reddy says while signing off.

FOCUS
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SANJAY JAIN
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He is optimistic about each
passing day and strongly
believes in finding

opportunity every other day. A gifted
businessman he is, Sanjay Jain pours
out his heart in a freewheeling chart
with The News.

Recalling how Agromech was
conceptualized 50 years ago, Sanjay
says, “What began as a dream by our
founder, late Sri Champalal P Jain, is
now a way of life here at Agromech.”
Now third generation is stepping in
to the family business. Sanjya’s
nephew, Varun Jain has entered the
business and he is all set to introduce

e-commers in an effort to bring the
services to the doorsteps of their
customers.
Capable of providing complete

end-to-end kitchen appliances
solutions, Agromech is a leader in
both commercial and domestic
kitchens. “We are a hub for Scalable
Solutions when it comes to catering
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to the needs of individual households
or the requirements of an entire chain
of restaurants.”
Asked about their USP, a proud

Sanjay says, “Our products take the
customers lifestyle to the next level
by gratifying their whims and
fancies.  Simply let us know what
you are looking for and the quantity.
We take care of the rest irrespective
of the size and deadline of the order.
You can trust Agromech to have your
order shipped to you on time, every
time.”
The comprehensive commercial

kitchen solutions Agromech offers its
commercial clients are some of the
most sought after in India, while the
value provided to individual
customers through complete range of
home solutions is unmatched
anywhere in the country, claims
Sanjay.
Referring to the rich list of

clientele, Sanjay says, “We are proud
to have some of the best hotels, IT
firms, educational institutions,
hospitals, pharma and cement
companies, breweries, public sector
units and also some media
organizations on our client list.”
He also says, “We believe in the

power of quality. We make untiring
efforts to improve the quality
standards all the time because we
want to be the name you can trust,
depend on, now and forever.”
Sanjay, who strongly believes

that sky is the limit, says, “We are
already exporting our products to
US, Japan and South Africa and we
are on a lookout for emerging
markets in the global arena. We are
also negotiating with various parties
in Qatar for export of kitchen
equipment and utensils for the
upcoming global events.”
Referring to the domestic

expansion plans, Sanjay said a new
outlet with approximately 21,000 sft

area would be opened in Kukatpally
in 2014. He also revealed his
intention to open few more outlets
across the city in order to save travel
time of Agromech’s valued
customers.

Asked how he balances between
family, social life and his business,
Sanjay says that he makes sure to
spend enough time with family. “It
makes me happy I feel recharged
when I am with my family. Thanks to
technological advancements because
managing business operations has
become easier. The business
operations now are just a click or call
away and I am able to take part in

family and social gatherings.”
Sanjay also said that his father

has been his inspiration since his
childhood. “My father made me walk
each step with knowledge and
courage. He always used to teach me
how to maintain good relationship,
how to fight against odds and how to
carry oneself at the height of
success.”
Before signing off, Sanjay

revealed the secret behind his
success. “I am self motivated,
determined and honest. I am
passionate about what I do. I try to
surround myself with people who
share similar passions.”
He also says that he never

believed in complete customer
satisfaction because customers
always want more. “I therefore do
my best follow up with every
customer and the feedback helps me
a lot in improving the quality of the
products and service. This effort
develops a bond between Agromech
and the clients,” Sanjay says. 

FOCUS
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Well known for his clout in the
power circles and media

friendly attitude, Khan has been able
to get plum postings so far, at least
ever since he became the police
commissioner of Visakhapatnam,
when he was Inspector General of
Police.
Subsequently, he became the

Additional Commissioner of
Hyderabad Traffic Police and then
Additional Commissioner,
Coordination. Then he was posted as
additional director general of fire
services. Normally, fire services is
considered as a loop line posting, but
Khan managed to be in the limelight
following a story published in a
leading English daily on lack of fire
fighting measures in high rise
buildings.
The story was taken as Public

Interest Litigation (PIL) by the High
Court and directions were given to
the fire services department to act
tough against erring building owners.
Taking advantage of the court orders,
Khan issued notices to the building
owners sending shivers through their
spines. However, nothing much
could be done by him.
In the meantime, he was posted

as additional director general of
police (Law&Order), considered a

key posting in the IPS circles.
Subsequently, he was posted as the
Commissioner of Hyderabad Police.
He was the chief of city police for
three years before being transferred
to APSRTC as its vice-chairman and
managing director.
After a brief stint in APSRTC, he

was promoted to the rank of DGP. It
is then the clout he enjoys among
power circles came in handy. Khan
was first given additional charge of
Anti-Corruption Bureau (ACB) only
to become the regular director
general of ACB.

There has been a tradition in
Andhra Pradesh police that those
who become the director general of
ACB, will eventually become the
Head of Police Force. His immediate
predecessor, Prasada Rao is now the
head of police force.
Incidentally he succeeded B

Prasada Rao as the commissioner of
Hyderabad police, then MD of
APSRTC, now the director general of
ACB. Khan is almost sure of
succeeding Prasada Rao as the Head
of Police Force when the latter retires
in September 2015. 

liKely to Be
next dgp

it is the beginning for him.
the november 28, 2013
government order
appointing senior ips
officer abdul Khayum Khan,
popularly known as a K
Khan is an indication that he
is all set to become the next
head of police force.

A K KHAN
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"In united Andhra there have been several attempts on part of
extremists from Chhattisgarh and Odisha to enter the state. Some
offences also took up. Our forces on borders thwarted many
attempts," Prasada Rao told reporters.
Refusing to predict if formation of Telangana state would lead

to spurt in Maoist activity, Prasada Rao said, “All I can say is that
we are fully geared up. We are alive to the situation and geared
up to tackle it by strengthening our machinery.”
Replying to another query, he said while most of the leaders

of Communist Party of India-Maoist were from Telangana, the
outfit had recruited many locals in Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand,
Odisha and other states. He said the unmanned aerial vehicle
stationed at the Begumpet airport here has been helping the
ground forces to track Maoist movement. The aircraft is under the
command of CRPF (Central Reserve Police Force) but the footage
relayed by the aircraft is being used by all the partner states.
Prasada Rao said the police had received no alert from the

central government to beef up the security in view of imminent
bifurcation. He also denied reports about deployment of
paramilitary forces in Seemandhra in anticipation of trouble
during the introduction of Telangana bill in parliament. The police
had been tackling protests in Telangana from 2009 and in
Seemandhra for the last four months. It is a continuous process,
he said.

it can
happen

any time:
dgp

director general of
police (dgp) B prasada

rao has said maoists may
strike any time

irrespective of whether
the state remains united

or divided.

STATE SCAN
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It appears the authorities arereluctant to realize the threat to
safety of scores of lives arising

out of using passenger buses to carry
goods either in their trunks or on
their roofs.
This involves not only the safety

of the passengers but also allows the
private transport operators help
business people evade taxes and ferry
their goods from one place to another
or even from one state to another
state, sources in the transport
department said.
It may be recalled three luxury

Volvo buses caught fire in three
separate places in just 15 days
between October 30 and November
15.
The October 30 accident killed as

many as 44 people when luxury
Volvo bus operated by Jabbar Travels
between Bangalore and Hyderabad

caught fire after hitting the railing of
a bridge near Palem in Mahbubnagar
district.
The second accident was reported

in Nalgonda district when a Volvo
bus operated by Andhra Pradesh
State Road Transport Corporation
caught fire. Fortunately there was no
casualty as the bus crew noticed the
smoke emanating from the luggage
chamber and evacuated the
passengers. The fire was put down
with water and fire extinguisher
available in the bus.
The third accident involving

luxury Volvo bus took place around
2.45 am on November 14 near
Haveri town in Karnataka. The bus
operated by National Travels was on
its way to Mumbai from Bangalore.
As many as seven passengers

were burnt to death while 25 people
suffered injuries when the bus on its
way to Mumbai from Bangalore
caught fire after ramming into the

railing of a bridge near Haveri town
in Karnataka.
In all the three incidents, the

goods being ferried by the buses in
the trunks resulted in spreading the
flames.
Yet, instead of preventing the

passenger buses from ferrying goods
and also from operating the buses
without proper permits, the
authorities are merely trying to take
eye-wash measures, sources said.
According to sources, transport

authorities are detaining buses
operated by educational institutions
and some some individuals on a
small scale on the ground that they
lack fitness and other documents so
as to ward off criticism, sources said.
It is time the authorities

concerned launch a determined
campaign against private travels in
the interest of the common people
travelling in those buses, sources
said.

Tough measures against
private travels needed
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GIRISH SANGHI
LANDS IN TROUBLE
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Former Rajya Sabha member
and chairman of Vaartha
Group of Newspapers, Girish

Kumar Sanghi and former MLA
Prem Singh Rathod have been
booked under various provisions of
Indian Penal Code for making
derogatory remarks against CEO of
Cantonment Board and the police.
The case was registered

following a complaint lodged by the
Begumpet Assistant Commissioner
of Police, B Manohar.
According to police, Sanghi tried

to organize a rally from Agrasen
Garden Function Hall in Balamrai to
the Cantonment Board office on
November 21 though permission was
refused to him.
Police also said that Sanghi tried

to organize the rally in protest against
the demolition of Agrasen Bhavan,

but he did not disclose his real
intention in his application seeking
permission for the rally. This shows
Sanghi was trying to disturb peace
and denied permission as prohibitory
orders imposed by the police
commissioner were in force.
Despite the denial of permission,

Sanghi tried to take out a rally
violating the prohibitory orders.
When police tried to stop Sanghi and
his associates, the former MP began
abusing the public servants in filthy
language and insulted the police
department.
Further, Prem Singh Rathod used

defamatory language against
Cantonment Board CEO Sujata
Gupta with an intention to cause
damage the modesty of a woman and
damage to her personal life, the ACP
said in his complaint and sought
necessary action against the accused.
Based on the complaint

Begumpet police registered a case
against Sanghi and 20 others under
Sections 188 (Disobedience to
order duly promulgated by public
servant), 283 (Danger or
obstruction in public way or line of
navigation), 504 (Intentional insult
with intent to provoke breach of the
peace), 505 (Statements creating or
promoting enmity, hatred or ill will
between classes) and 509 (Word,
gesture or act intended to insult the
modesty of a woman) IPC r/w 149
IPC (Every member of unlawful
assembly guilty of offence
committed in prosecution of
common object) and Section 21/76
of the City Police Act.
Even as the police launched

investigations into the allegations
leveled in the FIR, Sanghi and his
associates went incognito and
launched their efforts to secure
anticipatory bail, sources said. 

PROTEST POLITICS
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The trailer of much awaited film Kamasutra 3D is finally out.
It was launched at the International Film Festival of India
recently.

The two-and-half-minute long sensuous trailer of the movie
gives a proper peek into the characters of the film. Hot girl Sherlyn
Chopra lived to the expectations of the filmmaker Rupesh Paul.
From the trailer, the movie looks aesthetically shot and heavily

inspired by Hollywood flicks such as Pirates of Caribbean and 300.
The partially clad men remind us of the popular tele-series
Spartacus.
Director Rupesh Paul hopes to have the world premiere of the

film at the Cannes Film Festival next year as the movie has already
got a great response at the market section this year at the fest.
Kamasutra 3D is based on Vatsayana Kamasutra, an ancient

Hindu text in Sanskrit literature. There will be two versions of the
film - an Indian version, which is a very mellowed down version
and another for the rest of the world.
Sherlyn, who says sex before marriage is a must, left no stone

unturned to make the movie sensuous. Despite being mellowed
down in the Indian version, the actress looks very hot while the
second version meant for outside India is hotter. 

Kamasutra
3D trailer
out
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It appears the south Indian sexysirens Anushka Shetty and
Tamannaah have been vying with each
other for the throne of south India’s
hottest heroine.
The glam dolls are not averse to

flaunting their oomph. While
Tamannaah is known for her flawless
skin tone with the naturally air brushed
appearance that is to die for, Anushka
is a bronze statue with a tan that adds
to her sex appeal.
The hot girls are on two different

scales when it comes to their figures.
In south Indian cinema, where
heroines are loved for being buxom,
both these actresses have set their own
standards.
Tamannaah started out as a lean

teen but over the years has gained
enough pounds, while Anushka has a
perfect figure, thanks to her career as
a Yoga instructor before landing in
movies. The milky beauty started out
in Bollywood but after a flop debut
there, she moved down south and
slowly established herself as a super
heroine in Tollywood and Kollywood.
Anushka too has been to Mumbai,

but only to train and work as a yoga
instructor. She debuted in Telugu and
then moved to Tamil, where she
instantly connected with fans.
Both actresses now act only with

top stars and can easily reject the
projects they do not like. They have no
problem in shedding inhibitions for
the sake of their screen characters.
Currently, Tamannaah is focusing

on consolidating her commercial
market while Anushka is choosing
roles with substance. 

Tamannaah VS 
this is about a 'takkar', for the throne of hottest

heroine. What started in tollywood as a skirmish is
now a war waged across south india

TINSEL TOWN
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singam stars
support aids
awareness
The lead actors of Singam

movie – Suriya and Anushka
Shetty – have collaborated with
TeachAIDS campaign to spread
awareness about the disease
among children. Actors Shruti
Haasan and Siddharth are also a
part of the campaign.
Anushka along with other

actors have featured in an
animated awareness video on
AIDS, which was unveiled
recently. "I belong to a very
conservative family like majority
of others in this country and I
know how we react to AIDS and
sex education. We even consider
talking about it a taboo not just
in schools, but even in colleges. I
am sure programmes like these
will create more awareness,"
said Anushka, who initially
distanced herself from people
afflicted with HIV.
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Moviegoers in  Andhra Pradesh
would soon get a new

experience of next-generation three-
layer sound technology.
The advanced audio technology

Auro 11.1, powered by digital cinema
pioneer Barco, would be adopted by
about 100 cinema theatres in the state
by the end of this year.
This was announced by Suresh

Babu, managing director, Suresh
Productions and Wilfried Van Baelen,
inventor of the Auro-3D® format and
CEO of Auro Technologies. 'Race
Gurram' will be the first Telugu
movie to adopt the next-generation
three-layer sound technology.

Ramanaidu Studios, Two post
production and mixing facilities and
Suresh Productions will install the
certified Auro-3D® Studio System.
Two studios owned by Ramanaidu
Studios will incorporate the new
technology.
Suresh Babu said 40 to 50 films

every year would be made with Auro
technology, which offers a
completely new audio and visual
experience to the audience.
Van Baelen said some films in

Tamil and Malayalam were already
produced with Auro 11.1, while 50
films across the globe, including
some Hollywood films, were made
with the new technology.
It offers audiences an enthralling

immersive sound experience by
reproducing sound on three axes with
three layers of sound which create a
natural spread of acoustic energy.
With ambient sounds coming from all
around and above, moviegoers hear
the most true-to-life reproduction of
sound, creating the most immersive
experience as if they are part of the
action on screen, he explained.
Belgium-based Auro

Technologies offers sound
reproduction capabilities to the
professional, automotive, broadcast
and consumer electronics markets.
Barco, a global technology

company, designs and develops
visualisation products for a variety of
markets. 

tollyWood to adopt
neW aUdio technology
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NASA is all set to launch a new
program that would test if plants

can grow on the lunar surface. The
experiment, if successful, could pave
way for human settlement on the
moon. The agency is teaming up with
private companies and students to
start the project in 2015.
"We are constructing a small

technology demonstration unit to
study germination of plants in lunar
gravity and radiation on the Moon.
The self-contained habitat will have a
mass of about 1 kg and would be a
payload on a commercial lunar lander
- the Moon Express lander, part of the
Google Lunar X-prize competition,"

NASA said in a statement.
Arabidopsis, basil, and turnips seeds
will be included in the group of plants
sent to moon. The seeds will be
placed in coffee-can sized containers.
These cans are fitted with sensors and
cameras will watch the seedlings
grow.
Their growth will be monitored

for about 5-10 days. The space-plants'
development will be compared with
seeds growing in cans on earth.
NASA plans to send these control
plant habitats to schools where
students will be asked to report plant
growth, sources said.
"This will be the first life sciences

experiment on another world and an
important first step in the utilization

of plants for human life support.
Follow up experiments will improve
the technology in the growth module
and allow for more extensive plant
experiments," NASA said.
It is a sort of win-win situation for

NASA as even if the mission to grow
plants fails, scientists can learn a great
deal about how plants react to
stressful conditions. Also, the launch
is quite feasible. According to Chris
McKay, a planetary scientist, the
project would have cost about $300
million 20 years back, but now the
same experiment will take about $2
million. And NASA is not hoping to
take just agriculture to new heights —
it is working to bring food production
into space as well, sources said. 

NASA hopes to begin growing radishes, basil, and other plants on the
moon in 2015. A two-pound “greenhouse” is planned to be delivered

there using an unmanned Google Lunar X-Prize mission.

NASA plans to grow
plants on Moon
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The Indian spacecraft to Mars
crossed the moon's orbit on
December 2 on its way

towards the red planet.
An ISRO official said that the

Mars Orbiter has crossed the distance
of moon's orbit around 8 am on
December 2 and is now the farthest
object of India in the interplanetary
space.
Cruising at 32 km per second in

the 680-million km solar orbit, the
Orbiter flew over the satellite,
crossing its orbit where India's moon
craft Chandrayaan-1 orbited in 2008-
09.
The spacecraft has cruised a

distance of 536,000 km from earth by
5 pm on December 2.
"The Orbit is on course and

cruising to escape the earth's sphere
of influence early Wednesday (01.15
am), which extends up to 918,347

km in the deep space," Indian Space
Research Organisation (ISRO)
director Deviprasad Karnik told a
news agency.
"The Orbiter has crossed the

rubicon never to return, as it was
freed from the earth's gravity early
Sunday and is on way for a
rendezvous with the red planet,"
Karnik said.
The craft was flung into outer

space 1.11 am on December 1 after
its engine was fired for 22 minutes
for the crucial trans-Mars injection at
a speed of 648 metres per second.
The deep space network will

conduct the first of the four mid-
course corrections on December 11
to ensure the Orbiter stays on course
in the sun orbit.
After a nine-month long journey,

the spacecraft will enter in mid-
September 2014 the Mars sphere of
influence, which is around 573,473
km from its surface, in a hyperbolic

trajectory.
"When the spacecraft is closest to

Mars in mid-September, it will be
captured into the Martian orbit
through a crucial manoeuvre,"
Karnik said.
The 1,337 kg Orbiter was

launched November 5 from
Sriharikota spaceport off the Bay of
Bengal, on board a 350-tonne rocket
with five scientific instruments --
Mars Colour Camera, Methane
Sensor, Thermal Infrared Imaging
Spectrometer, Lyman Alpha
Photometer, and Mars exospheric
Netural Composition Analyser.
India became the first Asian

country and fourth nation in the
world to leap into the interplanetary
space with its Rs 450-crore
exploratory mission to Mars, about
400 million km from earth.
So far, only Russia, USA and the

European Space Agency (ESA) have
undertaken such missions. 

Indian Mars craftcrosses moon orbit
SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
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Andhra Pradesh Governor ESL
Narasimhan appealed to the scientists
to device a single comprehensive
identity card to do away with
multiple cards.
He was speaking after

inaugurating the fifth international
conference on ‘emerging trends in
applied biology, biomedicines and
bioforensics held at the University of
Hyderabad campus on November 30.
"We are spending thousands of

crores on identification cards every
other day and then saying it is useless
card. It happened in case of
citizenship card, PAN card, voter
identity card and now they are
coming to Aadhaar card," the
Governor said.
Narasimhan stressed the need for

creating national database for DNA
fingerprinting to tackle crime and
various other issues. Noting that
forensic tests were taking a long
time, he also called for setting up a
facility to look into emergent cases.
Vice-chancellor of University of

Hyderabad, Ramakrishna
Ramaswamy said that DNA analysis
had become cheap that within a few
years one can have whole DNA
sequence with unique marker instead
of an Aadhar Card.
"Aadhar card is only 16 digit

identifier of your identity but with a
few thousand rupees, everybody's
entire DNA sequence can be put on a
card," he said.
Director General of Police B

Prasada Rao said the advances in
DNA technology had opened new
vistas of research in biology,

biomedicines and bioforensics.
He pointed out that Andhra

Pradesh Forensic Science Laboratory
(APFSL) was able to identify all 44
victims of a bus fire in
Mahabubnagar district within seven
days. The bodies were charred
beyond recognition but the APFSL
identified them by DNA profiling
and handed them over to their

relatives.
The conference jointly organized

by APFSL, BioAxis DNA Research
Centre and CR Rao Advanced
Institute of Mathematics, Statistics
and Computer Science (AIMSCS)
was attended by officials from
investigating agencies, judicial
agencies, police departments and
scientists. 

Governor to scientists: ‘Come out
with a comprehensive Id card’
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sensuous girls including south
indian actress tamannaah
Bhatia walked the ramp at a
fashion show at Westin hotel
in madhapur recently. the girls
walked the ramp to promote
the beautifully designed
sarees from ‘Joh rivaaj’.
tamannaah, who is the brand
ambassador for ‘Joh rivaaj’,
said she loves sarees.  
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The following yoga exercises
revitalise the cells in human
body and keep the body fit

and youthful. Loss of sukra can be
checked by practicing sanatan kriya.
Weak joints, wrinkled skin, greying
hair are the signs of body
succumbing to ageing. It is true that
the body is constantly moving
towards destruction, but there exists
ways to arrest this process.
Ageing is synonymous to loss of

sukra in the body. Sukra is the subtle
element that provides luster to hair
and skin, strength to joints and
organs, longevity and attraction
normally seen in abundance in saints
and evolved beings, which pulls one
towards them unknowingly. This
sukra gets dried up due to constant
hyperactivity and excessive
ama(toxin) produced in the body due
to certain unhealthy practices. The
four major reasons for the loss of
sukra in the body are emotional
congestion, excessive physical
labour, anger and overindulgence in
sexual activities. A practitioner of
sanatan kriya is able to check all four
without having to make a conscious
effort or suppressing any desires.
There are also certain yogic

measures to reverse the process of
ageing by revitalizing the cells.
A diet which is light and

nourishing is best for effecting fat
loss. It is important to scrape away

collected ama from the system first
and for that purpose triphala can be
taken. Herbs and spices which are
digestion catalysts, carminative and
hot should be added to the regular
diet so that agni is strengthened and
food is properly digested. Some

examples are freshly grounded black
pepper, cayenne pepper (lal mirch)
and dry ginger. People with pitta
prakriti can have fennel as this does
not disturb pitta. Honey with its
special mucous removing properties
is also effective. Adding honey to

Age reversal
YOGA

Lie on the back. Inhale and using the support of hands, gently raise
both the legs to an upright position while keeping them joined,

toes pointing upwards.
Thereafter, roll up the buttocks; the lower, middle and upper back

such that the entire body up to the upper back is in one straight line,
perpendicular to the ground.
The shoulders and head are on the ground, chin tucked into the

chest and hands support the body. Retain this posture. Release while
exhaling. People suffering from cervical spondylitis, slip disc and high
blood pressure must not perform this asana.

SARVANGA ASANA

YOGI ASHWINI

YOGA & SPIRITUALITY
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your morning tea and lime juice aids in fat
loss. It is important to note here that honey
which is at least a year old is far more
effective than fresh honey as its properties
change over time. Also, honey should never
be heated; in all ayurvedic preparations
honey is added only after cooling the
preparations as toxins develop when honey is
heated. Intake of honey in the morning,
added to a glass of tepid water and lime juice
is very effective. Honey also acts as a
laxative and can be had after meals. 

Lie on the back. Inhale and
raise both the legs taking
them over your head, to

touch the toes on the floor. Palms
maybe placed on the lower back
for support or can be taken
backwards touching the toes.
Hold this posture, return
exhaling.
People suffering from

stomach ailments, spinal injuries
or ailments of the neck should
refrain from practicing this asana.
An extremely effective

Ayurvedic antidote to ageing skin
is black grapes. They maybe

taken orally or crushed and
applied on face.
In this series Yogi Ashwini

will highlight remedies for
specific dosha imbalances which
result in an increase in body fat,
obesity and excess weight
It is vital for the tridoshas

(vata, pitta, kapha) to be in
balance and in harmony with the
elemental composition of the
body. Physical abnormalities
begin to manifest when one dosha
gets imbalanced. In this series of
articles we highlight remedies for
specific dosha imbalances which

result in an increase in body fat,
obesity and excess weight. In
ayurveda, fat means excess kapha
and its imbalance causes obesity.
There are many factors which can
cause this. As kapha is heavy,
cold and sticky in nature, it
requires a lot of heat to expel the
ama which collects and gets
deposited in the system which we
see as fat. For a kapha
predominant person, sleeping
during the day is prohibited, as
this aggravates kapha in the body.
He/she should try and wake up at
least an hour before sunrise.

HALASANA
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Two out of three job-seekers do
not meet the job provider's
requirements and are hence not

considered fit for the jobs available,
according to the first India Skills
Report 2014 released on November
28.  The report was released during
the 3rd CII National Conference on
Skill Development. It was a joint
initiative by Wheebox, an online
talent assessment company, and
PeopleStrong, a technology company,
in collaboration with the
Confederation of Indian Industry
(CII).
While the vast talent pool of India

was lamenting the lack of job
opportunities, it has been found that
the major cause of lack of

employment is because they lack
basic English language requirements
and functional knowledge, according
to Wheebox founder and CEO Nirmal
Singh.
According to the report, only

33.95 percent candidates were found
employable out of 100,000 people
assessed by three companies,
"A total of 1,03,421 students

across 10 sectors were assessed on
four subjects, namely English,
aptitude, computer as a skill, and
functional knowledge. All the students
assessed were in their final year of
education, and the percentage was a
combination of all the students
included, across all sectors,” Nirmal
Singh said.
The report was prepared after

reaching out to over one lakh students

across India. Over 100 employers
spread across 10 industry sectors like
healthcare, manufacturing and
education were also interviewed to
understand recruitment trends.
According to the report, the

coming year would not see bullish
hiring in any of the sectors.
"Out of the 10 sectors surveyed,

majority of the sectors like banking,
financial services and insurance,
Business Process Outsourcing and
manufacturing are not expecting a
major change in their hiring numbers.
"However, sectors like

engineering and core, hospitality and
travel will witness an increase in the
hiring trends," the report said. It also
brought out a general trend among
employers to look for skills rather
than qualification in candidates. 

JOB SEEKERS FAIL TO MEET
EMPLOYER'S REQUIREMENT

JOB & SKILLS
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It’s a phenomenal growth for anyreal estate firm. Beginning with
just one employee in 2005, NSR
Housing Private Limited now has
1,800 employees on its rolls. The
numbers speak for the volumes of the

business. Vice-chairman of NSR
Housing, N Kalyan Chakravarthy
says that his uncle N Sankara Rao
came up with the idea of starting the
firm. “Before starting the new firm,
my father and uncle were dealing in
bulk land trading for over 25 years,
more in a traditional way. When I
entered the business after finishing

my MBA, we decided to go with a
professional approach,” he said.
The new real estate firm

successfully executed several
projects by acquiring lands,
developing them with all amenities
and facilities, developing entire range
of infrastructure services before
selling the land for different

REAL ESTATE
BUSINESS IS
IN HIS BLOOD

FOCUS
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legitimate purposes and by extending
support in construction of buildings
besides maintaining the premises and
gated communities, Kalyan told The
News.
“To keep pace with the changing

trends and with a strong desire to
develop our own brand in housing,
we have come up with brand Subha
Gruha,” says a proud Kalyan.
Asked about the USP of his

company, Kalyan said, “We ensure
clarity in every transaction and leave
no stone unturned to provide
satisfactory service to our customers.
Our sincere efforts make us stand out
from other players in the trade.”
His strength lies in the highly

competent marketing network and
goodwill earned through satisfied
customers, Kalyan said adding, “I am
confident of achieving heights of
success because real estate business
is in my blood.”
Referring to his expansion plans,

Kalyan said NSR Housing has its
presence in three cities – Hyderabad,
Vizag and Vijayawada. In a month or
two, he is sure to expand his business
to Bangalore and in a year from now
NSR Housing plans to make its
presence felt across south India.
Talking about himself, Kalyan

said he is a great team builder,
manager and trainer and he is highly
adaptable. “People who meet me for
the first time feel I am over
confident, but that is not true.”
“I want my company to be the

best in the trade and this goal
motivates me keep going,” he said.
Disclosing his success mantra,

Kalyan said that he knits his team
with a lot of care that strives hard to
ensure customer satisfaction. “The
perfect team and great customer
satisfaction are my success secret,”
he said adding that he motivate huge
team with rewards and recognition
Asked about the growth in

concrete jungle leading to
imbalances in environment, he said,
NSR housing takes care of greenery
in its projects and constructs water
harvesting pits.
Referring to competition in the

trade, “I welcome healthy
competition. In fact, I adore our
competitors Surhir India and Survana
Bhoomi for the growth they had
achieved,” he said.

Coming to his personal life,
Kalyan says that it is becoming
difficult to find time for family. But he
says he manages to balance between
family, friends and his work. Signing
off for the day, he says he tries to read
whenever he finds time during travel
or otherwise to update himself about
the new aspects of real estate
marketing and loves to learn from the
success of his competitors. 

FOCUS
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He is the General Manager for
reputed jewellery brand
Kirtilals in Andhra Pradesh.

He heads the operations from front
with as many as 160 employees
directly working under his
leadership. Yet he is very tender and
down to earth in his approach.
A bachelor in arts and with a

certificate in gemology, G
Madhusudan from Nellore was
picked up by Kirtilals in the year
2000 to work for them.

Since then he worked hard for 13
long years and stuck to Kirtilals
showing unflinching loyalty which
made the management promote him
to the rank of general manager and
asked him to head the retail
operations in Andhra Pradesh.
Speaking to The News, Madhusudan
says, “We strictly adhere to our
quality policy ensuring only
hallmarked products are sold in our
outlets. Thus, we have been able to
win the trust of our customers over a
period of time.”
Kirtilals has its own

manufacturing facilities at
Coimbatore and Mumbai. Diamond
studded jewellery, fine diamond
jewellery, yellow and white gold
jewellery and platinum jewellery are
produced at these facilities with
unmatched quality and perfection, he
says.
“We have introduced certain

schemes to our valued customers
facilitating purchase of gold or
diamond jewellery and pay in
installments. Also, our customers are
happy with our buyback policy,”
Madhusudan said.

A gem of
Kirtilals
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Referring to growing competition
in the jewellery industry,
Madhusudan said Kirtilals welcomes
healthy competition. “Competition
reminds us the need to ensure quality
which helps in winning customer
satisfaction and loyalty.”
Kirtilals quality policy and

healthy trade practices helped the
brand grow steadily as it now has ten
showrooms across India out of which
three are located in Andhra Pradesh
– one each in Hyderabad,
Visakhapatnam and Vijayawada,

Madhusudan told The News. Five
years from now, Madhusudhan hopes
to the two steps ahead. A variety of
collections ranging from soulmate to
shinde, bridal, traditional and divine
love are available at Kirtilals, says
the general manager.
The humble general manager

says with a smile that his passion for
gems motivates him to work harder
paving way for growth. He also says
he motivates his team leading them
from front and sharing their moments
of joy and sorrow.

“Time management helped me a
lot in keeping to the schedules. I am
just a call away for the customers,
friends and family since I plan my
time perfectly.”
Madhusudan believes in constant

learning of changing trends in
jewellery trade and customer
relationship management techniques.
The general manager takes out time
from his busy schedule to honour all
the invitations from customers, staff,
friends and relatives and extend best
wishes on behalf of Kirtilals.  

tips for Brides
Since jewellery and Indian weddings are
inseparable, Madhusudan, with his 13 years of

rich experience in gemology and retail operations,
gives valuable suggestions for our readers.
As an Indian bride, you are incomplete without
ornamentation. Most brides wear a heavy
necklace, earrings, a maang tika, rings and
more.
Indian bridal jewellery is known for its visual
appeal and styles; but it can be heavy. Brides
tend to wear gold and diamonds, but some women opt for silver, platinum, or gemstones. It all depends
on budget and preferences.
Jewellery is an intricate part of wedding attire, so make sure the selection matches your outfit and
reflects your personality. Most brides want to wear something different from what they wore at other
functions.
Make the choice between traditional and modern, and take your time. Go through as many styles as
you can before finalizing your selection.
Choose your own wedding ring. It’s an important thing, and you will wear it forever. Keep it simple
and well designed. Wear a maang tika and nath. They will make you stand out and add elegance to
your look.
Keep in mind the time of the wedding. A day time wedding calls for light jewellery, as too much will
look gaudy. If the ceremony is at night, a slightly heavier set will work.
Wear jewellery that goes with the theme of the wedding. Don’t overload yourself with too many pieces.
Do a complete run-through before walking out the door.
He also suggests the buyers to look for Hall Mark on the ornament when buying gold. But when you
buy diamond jewellery, look for 4Cs – Cut, Colour, Clarity and Carat.

“Ask for quality certificate whenever you make purchases at a jewellery store,” says Madhusudan.

FOCUS
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SACHIN
RETIRES
THANKS ONE AND ALL 

SACHIN SACHIN 
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Sachin Tendulkar retired from international
cricket on November 16 after playing his
200th and final Test. India won the second
and final Test against the West Indies to seal

the series 2-0 and present Tendulkar with a perfect
farewell gift.
The entire Indian team gave a moving lap of

honour to the Little Master as soon as the match
ended. The Master Blaster gave an emotional speech
that had everyone in tears at the Wankhede Stadium.
Sachin got emotional in his farewell speech, heard

by millions around the world. He somehow held his
composure to thank those who stood by him from the
day he picked up the bat as an 11-year-old.
"Friends please settle down, else I I'll get more and

more emotional and it will be difficult to talk. You
have played an important role in my life. For 24 years,
batting on the 22 yards has been my life. It's hard to
believe my wonderful journey is coming to an end,"
Sachin told the Wankhede crowd and his countless
fans.
From fans, family, friends and teammates to

doctors, sponsors, coaches, he acknowledged the
effort of all without whom he "would not have come
this far".
"I want to thank the most important person in my

life, my father, who left me in 1999. Without his

SACHIN SACHIN
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guidance I wouldn't be standing in front of you. He said
"chase your dreams, don't give up, the path will be difficult".
I miss him today," said the maestro, who returned to play in
the World Cup after attending his father's funeral.
"My mom, I don't know how she managed a naughty

child like me. She just prayed and prayed from the day I
started playing the game. For four years I stayed with my
uncle and aunt when in school, they treated me like their
own son. My eldest brother Nitin who doesn't like to talk
much but he said, whatever you do, I know you will give
100 percent. My first cricket bat was presented to me by my
sister Savita. She still continues to fast while I bat."
"What do I say about Ajit? We have lived this dream

together, he sacrificed his career for me, he was the one who
took me to Achrekar (Ramakant) sir first. Even last night he
called me to discuss my dismissal. I guess even when I'm
not playing we will still be discussing technique. If that
hadn't happened, I would have been a lesser cricketer," he
said at the presentation attended by his wife Anjali and
children Arjun and Sara.
"The most beautiful thing happened to me when I met

Anjali in 1990. I know that being a doctor there was a big
career in front of her. But she decided that I should continue
playing and took care of the children. Thanks for bearing
with me for all the nonsense I've said," he pointed to his
better half.
"Then the two precious diamonds of my life - Sara and
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Arjun. I've missed out on several
birthdays, holidays. I know for 14-16
years I've not spent enough time with
you. But I promise you I will spend
the next 16." He thanked his current
teammates but had a special mention
for the four with whom he shared the

dressing for a long time.
"Thanks to all the senior

cricketers who have played with me.
We see on the big screen Rahul
(Dravid), VVS (Laxman), Sourav
(Ganguly), Anil (Kumble) who is not
here. All the coaches. I know when

MS (Dhoni) presented the 200th Test
cap, I had a message for the team - I
said we are all so proud to be
representing the nation. I have full
faith that you will serve the country
in the right spirit."
He said he could not have

forgotten to thank his doctors. "I will
be failing in my duty if I didn't thank
the doctors who have kept me fit. I
don't know how they have managed
to do that given the injuries I have
suffered."
He also had a word for his

managers and the media. "The media
has backed me a lot, since my school
days. Thanks to the photographers for
capturing those special moments."
Sachin signed off by saying

something his fans won't forget for a
lifetime.
"I know my speech has become

long. I want to thank people who
have flown in from different parts of
the world. I want to thank my fans
from the bottom of my heart. "Sachin,
Sachin" will reverberate in my ears
till I stop breathing."  

SACHIN SACHIN
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Stringent laws and fanciful claims of the
authorities failed to prevent crimes against

women, particularly sexual assaults on women
across the country.
Even as there has been demand for more

stringent laws and punishments for sexual
offenders, three engineering students from Sri
Ramaswamy Memorial University in Chennai
have come up with their own solution.
The trio – Manisha Mohan, Rimpi Tripathi

and Neeladri Basu Pal – came up with the
concept of Society Harnessing Equipment
(SHE). It is actually an innerwear, which
according to the students can prevent rape.
“The lingerie, laced with modules of Global

Positioning System (GPS), Global System for
Mobile communications (GSM) and also
pressure sensors, is capable of sending shock
waves of 3,800 KV besides sending alerts to the
girl’s parents and the police,” Manisha said in an

interview.  “A person trying to molest a girl will
get the shock of his life the moment pressure
sensors get activated, and the GPS and GSM
modules will send an SMS on emergency
number 100, as well as to parents of the girl,” she
said.
The inventors say that they initiated the idea

of self-defense since the law makers take ages to
come up just laws and even the women were
unsafe.
“We came across many incidents of

domestic, social and workplace harassment
during our survey in women’s hostels. So we
decided to make this project which can be
implemented easily. We have used technologies
which are being used in day to day life to bring
a simple solution to this serious problem existing
in our society,” the trio said.
The three girls are trying to make the device

more compact. The equipment has been
nominated for the Gandhian Young
Technological Innovation Award 2013.

‘SHE’ SENDS SHOCK WAVES
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It is a fresh start for Indian cricketas the Indin cricket team embarks
on a South Africa tour without

Sachin Tendulkar, who retired from
all forms of cricket last month.
Skipper Mahendra Singh Dhoni

said the three-match ODI series that
starts the tour will help the team
prepare well for the two Tests.
Before the team left for South

Africa Dhoni said in Mumbai that it
will be a new challenge for his young

it is a fresh
start for
indian team

-dhoni

SPORTS SCAN
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team. He also said that it was not
decided who will replace Tendulkar
at No.4 in the Tests.
"We are not decided on No.4. No

one is going to replace anyone else.
If possible, we will omit the number
4. And try to bat 1, 2, 3, 5, 6... And
12," said Dhoni.
"We have to see the strength of

our batting line up. At the same time,
whether four bowlers are good
enough to get the opposition out. If
you see, at times five batsmen are not
enough, even six are not enough.

And if you see the last two Test
matches, the number six batsman has
had a lot of impact on the game. We
will weigh how it is and then decide,"
he said.
The skipper hoped that the

bowlers will perform better in the
death overs unlike what they have
done in the series against Australia.
"In different conditions the

statistics would be different. There
will be pace and bounce on offer for
the fast bowlers. Along with the
yorkers, they can use bouncers and a

little bit pace. So we will see how it
goes," he said.
Dhoni said bowlers have

improved a lot while bowling in the
death overs, but expects a lot from
them.
"They have a very good and well

balanced team, with genuine all-
rounders. Pressure goes hand in hand
whether in India or away. It is going
to be exciting and interesting series.
The key is getting adjusted to
conditions as early as possible," he
said. 
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Social media is emerging as a
contributing factor to
youngsters taking their own

lives, according to a consultant
psychiatrist.
Lakshmi Vijayakumar, founder of

Sneha, a suicide prevention centre
and a member of WHO's
International Network on Suicide
Prevention and Research, says that
lack of "real-life friends" and being
snubbed online leads to suicides
among youngsters.
"Youngsters are cultivating

virtual friends and not real life
friends. When they want to talk to
someone, they don't have real friends
for support. Secondly, many can't
handle rejection on the cyber
platform well. Cyber bullying has
gone up and yes, social media is
emerging as a reason for suicides,"
Vijayakumar said.

Vijayakumar said
there is a strong similarity
between the neighbouring
countries in terms of
reasons and methods of committing
suicide. However, suicide rates are
going up in India whereas the island
nation is seeing a decrease.
"This is probably due to the loss

of traditional support systems like
family. In both countries the reasons
are mainly family problems and the
methods are use of pesticides."
According to WHO estimates,

every year almost one million people
commit suicide, a global mortality
rate of 16 per 100,000 or one death
every 40 seconds. In the last 45
years, suicide rates have increased by
60 percent worldwide.
Suicide is among the three

leading causes of death among those

aged between 15 and 44 years in
some countries and the second
leading cause of death in the 10-24
years age group. These figures do not
include suicide attempts which are up
to 20 times more frequent than actual
suicides.
Although suicide rates have been

highest among elderly males,
suicides by young people have been
increasing to such an extent that they
are now at highest risk in a third of
countries, both developed and
developing.
"The suicide rates in India have

increased so much that it is at par
with the developed nations,"
Vijayakumar said. 

socialmedia

to sUicides
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